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ABSTRACT

An inactivaated multicomponent vaccine adjuvanted with aluminum hydroxide gel against
Bovine Viral Diarrhea (BVD), Infectious Bovine Rhinotracheits (IPR), and Para influenza-3 (PI
3) viruses with S. typhimurium and S. dublin bacteria was prepared. The vaccine was pure and
safe. Potency evaluation was applied on 12 adult apparently healthy calves divided into 4 groups
3 animals for each. The immune responses were monitored using serum neutralization,
agglutination and mouse protection tests. The results revealed a lack of interaction and
antagonistic effect atnong the component of the prepared vaccine. The humeral immune
responses gave antibody titers over the permissible limit of protective level and persist for 24
weeks post vaccination (period of study).

INTRODUCTION

Pneumo-enteritis diseases complex
syndrome are of paramount economic
important because of high loses and deaths
rate, so respiratory and enteric disorders are
often cited as the significant cause of
economic losses probably more costly than all
other combined diseases (1).

Pneumo-enteritis diseases complex'
syndrome is considered as multifactorial
diseases syndrome caused by a number of
infectious agents either viral and/or bacterial.
Bovine viral diarrhea (BVD), Infectious
bovine rhinotracheits (IBR) and parainflunza-3
(PI-3) viruses have been all incriminated in the
etiology of bovine viral pnumo-enteritis
complex syndrome among cattle and buffalo
causing severe economic losses (2-4).

Bovine salmonellosis is of worldwide
public health concern and is an economically
important disease. Although cattle of all ages
can be infected with. salmonella, serious
infections and deaths are most often seen in
calves up to 10 weeks of age (5,6). The most
common serotypes involved are salmonella
typhimurium and salmonella dublin (7-10).

Numerous attempts have been made to protect
calves by immunization (11-13).

Concurrent infection with salmonella and
BVDV would be expected to cause more
serious disease than infection with either agent
alone. Therefore the two agents should be
considered during disease outbreak (14-16).

Vaccination has proved to be by far, the
most effective and cost effective method for
controlling of infectious diseases. Vaccination
is the undersigned, support immunization as
the safest, most effective way to control
infectious diseases. The two or more separate
immunogens in a single product and
administrated through the same way, have
many potential advantages in the form of
decreased of injecting risks, decreased of
clinical visits and easier introduction of
vaccine. So to facilitate the vaccination
program, the multicomponent vaccines are
being economic by reducing costs of storage
transport and administration (17).

This investigation was designed to prepare
and asses the new locally inactivated
multicomponent vaccine named (Pneumo-Sal)
containing pneumo-enteric viral and bacterial


























